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Abstract

This paper describes an agent-based architecture designed to provide automation support for users who perform information processing tasks using a collection of distributed and disparate software tools and on-line resources. The architecture extends previous work on agent-based software interoperability. The unique features of the information processing domain compared to distributed information retrieval are discussed and a novel extension of hierarchical task network (HTN) planning to support this domain is presented.

1 Introduction

The recent rapid growth of the Internet, coupled with the decreasing cost and increasing computing power of desktop computers, has brought about a dramatic increase in the number of information and computational resources potentially available to a single user. Consequently, a number of research areas have emerged or developed a new lease of life due to this phenomenon, in particular information retrieval from distributed and heterogeneous resources and the interoperation of disparate and distributed software tools. A common theme in this work is the use of an ‘agent’ metaphor, whereby different parts of a distributed system are encapsulated as service-providing agents communicating in a common declarative language. This research effort has led to the design of agent-communication languages (ACLs) such as Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) [1] and the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [2] ACL [3], and the development of agent architectures to support extensible and open agent systems [1].
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This paper describes an architecture inspired by these developments and extended to address the problem of automating information processing tasks performed using distributed and disparate software tools and resources. This work is based on the premise that many computer users have a tool kit of familiar software tools and information resources that must be used in conjunction to perform tasks. If the tool kit does not consist of a single suite of software, designed by a single vendor and residing on the same hardware and software platform, there can be a significant time and memory overhead in performing the correct sequence of tool invocations, user-interface commands, data transfers and file format transformations required to achieve each information processing task. It can also be time-consuming for users to adjust their work practices to incorporate new tools in the tool kit or replace tools with updated versions or competing products.

An example of such a problem domain in the authors’ environment is that of administering a university course. At the authors’ institution, course information processing and management tasks include extracting initial class lists from the central database, adding and deleting students from the class roll, ‘publishing’ assignments and making any required data sets available, configuring an electronic assignment solution system, marking student assignments on-line, changing marks when errors in marking are detected, producing statistical summaries of the class marks, making exercise solutions and student marks available on the network, and producing a final end-of-semester report of the class marks. Information may be created, deleted or modified at each stage of the process. Currently these tasks are performed using a tool kit approach: the course administrator uses a number of different tools to perform the tasks, some being general-purpose tools he is familiar with, and some being specially written for work in this problem domain. Furthermore, over several years many of these tools have changed: the database software used has changed, the home-grown on-line assignment marking support utility has evolved through three generations, and other software tools (such as the spreadsheet utility) have been upgraded to newer versions.

To support users in this type of problem domain, the authors have previously proposed a “desktop utility agent” architecture [4–6] that extends previous work on agent-based software interoperability [1] by the addition of a specialised planning agent and a user agent that controls the automation of common sequences of actions of behalf of the user. This paper describes a prototype of an extended version of this architecture and in particular discusses the representation of information processing actions and plans and the requirements this imposes on the architecture. The discussion is illustrated with a simple example from the university course administration domain: automating the (possibly repeated) invocation of an on-line assignment-marking support utility and its associated resource retrieval actions in order to generate a class set of marks for an assignment.

2 Architecture overview

A prototype system has been built to test the architecture in the university course administration domain. Currently only one task in this domain is automated: the marking of electronically submitted programming assignments. The prototype consists of six agents that communicate via
KQML messages (see Figure 1). A facilitator agent provides matchmaking services by routing requests for services to the appropriate agents (currently only the “recruit” mode of matchmaking [7] is implemented). The user interacts with the user agent to initiate a (possibly complex) task. This agent then asks for a plan to be generated for that task and controls the execution of the resulting plan. The marking agent is a wrapper around an existing tool that allows a tutor to systematically locate, compile, run and enter a mark for electronically submitted student programming assignments. The other two agents (the resource metadata repository agent and the relational data access agent) will be discussed later.

![Diagram of the prototype system architecture]

The system is implemented using Java and Amzi! Prolog [8]. A key feature is the development of our own JATLiteBean, a Java Bean [9] component that wraps around and extends the Java-based JATLite agent template from Stanford University’s Center for Design Research [10]. An important feature of the JATLiteBean is its message-handling architecture. An agent can dynamically register message handlers for expected incoming messages (such as replies to the agent’s own requests), allowing it to maintain a “thread of control” involving the transmission and receipt of many messages despite the asynchronous nature of KQML message-passing. This is particularly important for the user agent which is responsible for executing plans — a process that involves requesting other agents to perform actions and then continuing its execution once a reply is received verifying that the action has been performed.
3 Automating information processing tasks

Although the current prototype system is being tested in a single domain, the architecture is designed to support the general problem of automating information processing tasks performed using distributed and disparate software tools and resources. This section outlines a number of general issues about this problem area that have guided the design.

3.1 A relational ontology

For multiagent systems to be open and extensible, they must have one or more commonly understood ontologies defining the meaningful expressions that may appear in messages. In general, a powerful knowledge representation language such as Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [11] may be required to define a domain. However, for many information processing problems the full representational power of first order logic is unlikely to be required. Furthermore, for many problems there is likely to be an existing formal description of the domain: the relational model used for the domain database(s). Therefore, this architecture assumes that the user has defined the domain ontology as a relational data model. This choice has influenced the model of action in which the planner is based and has allowed the frame problem to be addressed in a novel way (see Section 4).

3.2 HTN planning

From their experience with the manual interoperation of their software tool kit, users will already have a good understanding of the way in which their tasks can be broken down into a sequence of actions to be performed by different tools, and the operations needed to transform data between different formats and machines. Therefore the planning support provided is not based on traditional goal-directed planning techniques, but instead is based on hierarchical task network (HTN) planning [12]. With this type of planning the planner is provided not only with operators describing the possible agent actions in the domain, but also with a set of parameterised abstract tasks that can be performed and a list of “methods”, each describing a possible way to resolve a subtask into an ordered networks of subtasks. In this way a domain expert (the user in this case) can provide the planner with domain-specific knowledge.

3.3 Data format abstraction

To allow for tools and information resources to be changed and upgraded it is important that operators and plans abstract away from details about the data formats and access protocols of their resources. Therefore plans are only concerned with the intellectual content of resources (expressed as relational algebra expressions). At run time, the resource metadata repository agent stores metadata about the known information sources: their intellectual content, format, and their location and access protocol expressed as a uniform resource locator (URL). Following the terminology of the Internet Engineering Task Force each metadata record will be referred to as a URC (Uniform Resource Characteristic) [13]. Agents needing input data must request
resource information from the metadata repository, specifying the intellectual content and in addition the desired data format and access protocol. In this regard the agents are more fussy about their inputs than their associated planning operators: it is possible that the execution of a valid plan could fail because of a mismatch of output and input data formats at run time. The runtime system is responsible for dealing with this problem by providing an appropriate collection of data conversion agents.

If the metadata repository agent knows of a suitable resource it returns a URL to the requesting agent. If the resource is available only in a different format from that requested it should issue a request (via the facilitator) for a new copy of the resource to be generated in the desired format. However, at present this behaviour is not implemented.

With this separation of information content from format, new tools can replace old ones without affecting the rest of the system, provided that they can be given agent wrappers with the same interface as the tools they replaced.

3.4 Interleaving planning and execution

Execution of a task may involve invoking a tool that requires human interaction. The user’s actions may affect the contents of any resources created by that tool. For example, in the marking task the user fills in each student’s mark on a form before moving to the next student. The user can also have a direct effect on the future evolution of the overall task. For example, a user interacting with the marking tool is not required to mark every student’s work in one session. Instead the tool can be repeatedly invoked until all submissions have been marked. To allow a route for information flow from the user’s actions at execution time back to the planner, operators may include run-time variables [14] as parameters. These are instantiated when the corresponding agent action is performed. Planning and execution may be interleaved: the planner may generate a plan containing one or more unexpanded compound tasks. Once the initial actions in the plan have been executed, the instantiation of run-time variables may allow these tasks to be expanded further — this is done by the user agent passing the plan back to the planner to be refined.

One novel use of run-time variables in this architecture is to incorporate current information about the domain into the plan at run time. The relational data access agent can perform the action `eval_rel_exp(RelExp, RuntimeVar)` resulting in the instantiation of RuntimeVar to a term representing the set of tuples in the relation denoted by RelExp. This use of this feature is discussed later in the context of the example plan in Figure 4.

3.5 Recording information currency

Planning and executing information processing tasks requires explicit representation and reasoning about changing information resources. Information about the domain may be generated or altered as actions are performed (e.g. a student’s mark may be corrected by a “change mark” action). Also, in a distributed system involving a number of different tools there may be duplication of information across various files and databases. For each known resource it is necessary to record how current it is. One solution would be to just ‘forget’ about resources that are known to be out of date. However, these can still be useful if used in the correct way, for example, an
up-to-date file of student marks can be created by appending the latest output from the marking tool to the ‘old’ file of student marks. To ensure that this can be done correctly it is necessary to locate the correct version of the student marks resource. This capability is provided by the resource metadata repository: each URC contains a record of the range of world states for which the resource is valid. Requests for a resource URL should specify both the intellectual content (a relational algebra expression) and the state for which information is wanted.

The user agent is responsible for initiating the execution of each action in the plan. When it receives confirmation that the action has been performed it generates a new state name and notifies the resource agent that this new state has been reached. It also uses information in the plan to notify the resource metadata repository agent about any new or updated resources that will have been created by the agent that performed the action. That agent will have created the resources and sent URCs describing them directly to the metadata repository. However, in case these messages are late arriving, the user agent must warn the metadata repository that they should be expected if they have not already arrived. The user agent also notifies the metadata repository agent of any resources that have become outdated as a result of the action (this information is represented explicitly in the plan).

3.6 Domain initialisation

When the architecture is used for the first time in a new domain the user must provide the domain ontology, agent wrappers for the tool, operators describing the actions of these agents, and the domain tasks and methods. However, general purpose tools such as file format conversion utilities are usable across domains provided that their agent wrappers work in terms of lower level ontologies, e.g. an ontology describing file formats [4]. Providing user interface support for the definition of the domain ontology, operators and methods, and supporting the automatic generation of tool wrappers are important considerations, but at present we assume that the user and planning agents are already equipped with the appropriate domain knowledge and that the tools have already been encapsulated as agents.

4 The plan representation

This section will illustrate the design of the planning component of the architecture by showing an example planning operator and an example plan in the domain of university course administration. To clarify the structure of this domain, a simplified version of its relational model is shown in Figure 2. There are three base relations: student, recording details about students, component, describing the individual course assessment components (assignments, tests and the final exam), and assess, recording each student’s mark for each component of the course.

Figure 3 shows an example operator specification. The operator mark represents the invocation of an interactive tool that allows a tutor to systematically run each student’s submission for a particular assessment component (Cmpt) and record a mark for it. Not all submissions may be marked in one session, so the third argument is declared (by the use of the ‘!’ prefix) to be
### Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>student</th>
<th>assess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attribute</strong></td>
<td>stu_id</td>
<td>stu_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain</strong></td>
<td>String</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key</strong></td>
<td>stu_id</td>
<td>cmpt_id</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attribute</strong></td>
<td>cmpt_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain</strong></td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key</strong></td>
<td>cmpt_id</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure 2: The relational model for the course administration domain

mark(Cmpt, ToMarkIDs, !MarkedIDs)

**Affects**: assess.

**Variables**
- NewData: (a relation with the same structure as assess)

**Constraints**
- assess' = assess ∪ NewData,
- key_values(NewData, stu_cmpt) = MarkedIDs × \{Cmpt\},
- MarkedIDs ⊆ ToMarkIDs.

**Input resources**
- R1 : ontology = course_data,
  content = select(student, [stu_id ∈ ToMarkIDs]).

**Output resources**
- R2 : ontology = course_data,
  content = select(assess, [stu_id ∈ MarkedIDs, cmpt_id = Cmpt]).

#### Figure 3: The operator for the marking tool (‘∪’ represents disjoint union)

A run-time variable. This will be instantiated at run time to be a term representing the set of student identification numbers for students whose work was marked during the execution of this operator.

The *affects* clause in the specification is used to solve the *frame problem* that must be addressed in any planning system [15]. This is the problem of describing and reasoning about actions so that both the effects of the action and the parts of the world state that are unaffected by the action can be efficiently determined. In this example, the *affects* clause states that the operator only alters the relation *assess*.

The constraints appearing in operators describe how any relations affected by the action are altered. The new content of a relation may be only partially specified by an operator. For example, the marking action involves interaction with a tutor who decides the marks for the marked...
student assignments. Therefore, all that is known about this operator is that afterwards a resource exists that contains marks for all programs that were marked. The actual marks are not (and can not) be specified by the operator.

In the mark operator, the first two constraints specify how the operator changes the relation assess. This operator is declared to create new information in the relation assess: marks for the assessment component Cmpt for all students in MarkedIDs. The first constraint declares that the contents of the assess relation after the operator executes is the union of the contents before and a set of new tuples represented by the variable NewData. The actual value of NewData is unknown until runtime, but the second constraint states that this relation will consist of a tuple for each student in MarkedIDs, with each tuple having its cmpt_id attribute equal to Cmpt. More precisely, the constraint states that the set of values in NewData for the key stu_cmpt — consisting of the pair of attributes (stu_id, cmpt_id) — is equal to the cross product of MarkedIDs and the singleton set {Cmpt}.

Note that operator constraints are not intended to be used for reasoning within the planner — this is not necessary in HTN planning as user-defined task expansion methods drive the planning process. Instead they are simply a specification tool to help model the effects of agent actions. However, they should be taken into account when designing task-expansion methods, particularly when adding resource computation links between nodes in a method (see below).

An example plan is shown in Figure 4. The representation extends that used in standard HTN planning by the addition of constraints and the explicit representation of resources and the computations required to generate new resources from old. However, unlike standard HTN planning, our plans are currently restricted to be linearly ordered.

In the plan depicted the task mark(ass1) has been expanded into an eval_rel_exp action and another task mark(ass1, AllIDs). The designer of the task-expansion method for mark/1 has included a link between its two child nodes specifying that the required input resource to the mark/2 task (represented by the expression exp1) is in this situation equivalent to the complete student relation. This is because the run-time variable AllIDs will be instantiated by the relational data access agent (which executes the eval_rel_exp action) to a term containing all the student IDs currently in the student relation, and so exp1 reduces to student.

A second method has then expanded the mark/2 subtask into a constraint, an action (corresponding to the marking tool operator shown above) and a recursive call to the mark/2 task which is currently unexpanded. This method includes a ‘resource computation link’ describing how the input resources for this recursive call can be computed from other resources that are known to exist (in the figure the arguments to the select operation have been omitted for brevity). When interpreting a plan, the user agent is responsible for requesting that these resource generation actions are performed (this is another function of the relational data access agent).

Once the two actions in this plan have been executed, both run-time variables AllIDs and MarkedIDs will be instantiated, the constraint will then cause RemainingIDs to be instantiated and the user agent will return the plan to the planner for further expansion of the remaining mark/2 task. Through this combined use of run-time variables, a recursive task-expansion method and the interleaving of planning and execution, it is possible to generate iterative behaviour where the number of invocations of the marking tool necessary to complete the execution of this plan is solely determined by the user at run-time.
At present the planner for this architecture has not been implemented, as development has focussed on the other aspects of the system while the design of the operator and plan representations were refined.

An important issue that must be addressed is to provide good user interface support to help a user set up a new domain for use with this architecture. This involves specifying the domain relational model, providing wrappers for the tools used and their corresponding operators, and defining the tasks and task-expansion methods to be used in planning. It is crucial that the benefits of automation are not outweighed by the initial time and cost of the domain initialisation phase.

A full implementation should include agents that can assist with the translation of data for-
mats and the translation of messages from one ontology to another. For now, we assume that there is a single domain ontology and that all resources are delimited text files.

Analysis of the type of automation support required in this architecture has focused on the university course administration domain. Other information processing domains should be investigated to see if they have additional requirements that are not currently catered for.

6 Related work

A number of distributed information retrieval projects are discussed in references [16] and [17].

There are a number of planners designed to plan for gathering information from large dynamic networks of information sources ([18–21]), but none of these are designed with information processing tasks specifically in mind.

XII [18] is a general-purpose planner extended to describe actions that sense the world as well as causal actions. Although its actions can change the world, it makes a distinction between information goals and causal goals. Although it could probably be applied to information processing tasks, its action language is not designed to describe such domains.

Sage [19], the planner used in the SIMS project [22], is a general-purpose planner adapted to the problem of efficiently accessing multiple information sources in order to satisfy information gathering queries. It does not include a mechanism to model actions that change the information state.

Occam [20] is an special-purpose algorithm designed for the same task as Sage. It models the available information as a relational database schema, but as Occam plans for information gathering from an unchanging world, this information model is regarded as static. The available information resources are modelled by associating information retrieval actions with the relations of the world model that are returned when these actions are executed.

Williamson et al. [21] extend the HTN planning paradigm by explicitly modelling a task’s provisions (these are named interface ‘slots’ with an attached queue for storing incoming values), its outcome (indicating the result status of the task) and its result (a value produced by executing the task). Task networks are extended to include links between the results and provisions of tasks, indicating a flow of information. This mechanism is claimed to unify and generalise the methods by which operators can obtain information in traditional planning frameworks: by parameter binding, the passing of information from other operators via the world state, and through the use of run-time variables. Provisions also have a role to play in controlling the execution of plans, with primitive tasks being (re)activated whenever all their required inputs are available.

Our framework takes a different approach to representing and reasoning about information flow between actions. Resources are described in terms of their intellectual content described as a relational expression. Together with our use of the resource metadata repository agent this allows agents to use any available resource that contains the required information — the provider of the information does not need to be hard-wired into the plan.

We generalise the representation of links between different actions’ output and input resources by allowing specified functions to transform and/or combine existing resources to produce new ones.
Finally, there is no aspect of plan execution intertwined with our representation of resources. As discussed in Section 4, iterative behaviour can be achieved through the use of run-time variables and recursive task-expansion methods.

7 Conclusion

An architecture has been developed to provide automated support to users in the general problem of performing information processing tasks where a variety of disparate software tools and resources must be used. This type of domain has different requirements from the types of applications addressed by existing work in agent-based software interoperability (in particular information retrieval from distributed sources and the interoperation of complex engineering design applications). In particular, this architecture must support a model of action that describes how resources change as domain actions are performed. It is necessary to keep track of the changing state of the system as actions are performed and the status of resources as they become updated or outdated. A novel extension of the HTN plan representation has been developed to support planning in this domain.
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